Deal of the Month

ADM sells global cocoa
business to Olam
Joe Gromacki, Chair, Corporate Practice and Transactional Department, Jenner & Blockv
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Global agricultural processor and food ingredient provider Archer Daniels Midland Company
is selling its global cocoa business to Singapore-based Olam International Limited for
$1.3 billion (€1.22 billion) , subject to customary adjustments
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About the Dealmakers
Joe Gromacki, Chair of the firm’s Corporate Practice and Transactional Department, is a highly experienced
corporate attorney with a focus on complex M&A and securities transactions. Companies and their boards seek
his assistance with structuring and negotiating public and private mergers, acquisitions, divestitures, public
securities offerings and other highly complex corporate transactions. Mr. Gromacki also regularly counsels
clients on corporate governance, fiduciary and disclosure matters.
Mercedes Hill, a Partner in the firm’s Corporate Practice, has a practice focused on mergers and acquisitions,

zones, and ensuring proper legal and other input

and private equity investments. She also regularly counsels clients regarding corporate governance, corporate
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restructurings and other general corporate and commercial matters.

matters; and understanding the differences in the
laws in the various jurisdictions and how these
differences affected the deal terms and business
decisions.
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